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the sanat kumaras(the four sons that were born from the bramhas mind) said that vishnu can be felt everywhere, and if lord vishnu is felt then there is no
need to go to vaikunta, and if vishnu is not felt then one must go to vaikunta. this was a strong reason for saying that lord vishnu resides everywhere. this is
what made them to be known as sanat kumaras(the four sons that were born from the bramhas mind). they went to vaikunta and requested lord vishnu to
appear in the form of vishnu as they were ready to go to vaikunta even though vishnu was not present there. the name of the lord is vaikunta. according to
brahmanda purana he is the son of vishnu and lakshmi. after his father’s death, he took his place as the ruler of the spiritual world. in the bhagavatam, the

vamana avatar of vishnu is said to have manifested in the form of a dwarf named vamana in order to assist the great king of the devas, indra, to recover from
a disease. when the king became healthy again, the god declared that he should not be worshipped as a deity, but as the incarnation of the supreme lord
vishnu. for this reason, he is known as vamana. however, choosing the right name can be difficult. you can get a lot of names from the internet, such as

durga, ganga, vishnu, shiva, lakshmi and even lord narayana. the reason for choosing the name is to express your love for the name and the significance that
you perceive it to have. you will also need to know the meaning of the name as this can help you choose a name that best fits your baby’s personality.

naming a child after a lord is common in our country. lord ganesha is largely worshipped across the country. the stories of him are known by many kids and
the ganesh chaturthi turns out to be a wonderful display of spirit and splendour in various parts of the country. lord ganesha is known for his knowledge and

wisdom, he is generous and lovable and is the absolute destroyer of evil in the world. no wonder, parents want to name their child after lord ganesha.
however, when choosing a name of lord ganesha for your baby boy, some of you would want to follow the traditional path and pick up a name right from the

sanskrit roots, while others may prefera modern and unique name. so, stop looking further because we have a list of names that can appease you all.
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the god declared that he should not be worshipped as a deity, but as the incarnation of the supreme
lord vishnu. for this reason, he is known as vamana. however, choosing the right name can be
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generous and lovable and is the absolute destroyer of evil in the world. no wonder, parents want to
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